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the investigation

Dear Ms. SpaE:
Correct me if I am wrong but I have yet to receive a single piece of correspondence under your signature in spite of having
written numerous letters, faxes and emails to you since 2003. I note the exception of the shoft nbte from your Deputy
Carol Hamm after discounting my complaint reported in May of 2003 when Ms. Hamm told me in person tiiat "everyone
lies" after cutting me off and waving my explanations away.

I am frankly shocked that there must be so much corruption in the couft system tnht otner cases have engulfed your time
and attention and thereforeyour investigation into wrongdoing in my case has i16ne begging. There is so huch corruption
that institutional corruption based on deception, manipulation and extrinsic fraud gets pais.

i

The more time and rope you give to unethical and arrogant judges, the more emboldened they become and the greater
license they take to abuse the litigants. What signal do you think Judge Panepinto got from you when no action was taken
on my complaints in 2003? I would think for a corrupt judge, it would mean a green tigtrt. Just when are you planning to
lower the boom on the fraud taking place in the Richmond County courts and the judges who have participated' in the
extrinsic fraud and cover up in my case?
Judge Panepinto was asked to make a decision on immediate transfer of my case in my papers on May 22, 2006. She heard
oral argument on June 5. It is now four week later and still no decision.
Judge Panepinto began her vacation today and will return on July 10.

I am sick and tire of this degrading and passive aggressive and arrogant treatment I have received from the courts.
Please know that I hold you personally responsible for the ongoing refusal to conduct a serious investigation, for the
docility and passivity with which my complaints have been handled. I must single you out because you have been
delegated to receive all correspondence. You know what the problem is. How muin bnger must you insulate everyone else
in the chain of command who has chosen to look the other way and to wash their hands of this systemic corruption in my
case? Meanwhile the judges at work committing fraud on the couft are at libefi to plot and plan and solidify ttreir
luAidat
ambitions and they all manage to get themselves additional ten year stints on their respective benches with the nelp bf the
Mayor's Commission and based on input from a cowardly private bar that will almost never tell the truth to a blue ribbon
commission or bar committee evaluating candidates, the likes of Judge Sunshine, Judge McElrath and Judge panepinto.
And then there is Judge Panepinto's aspirations to become Surrogate someday after her shoe in to another term on the
Civil Coutt .with her cross endorsements from the Democrats, the Republicans and the Conseruatives, if she can stall long
enough and avoid the notoriety of my case until November.

The truth matters, Mothers matter. Children matter. Justice matters,

Sincerely,
Nora Renzulli

